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he keep out of those things as a church man. But communism is absolutely

different. Communism is a religion, a rival religion of Christianity, a

religion which is seeking to get control of people's minds, and not only

that but which is seeking by physical means to force people to give up all

beliefs in God. Communism is a vicious force which Satan has raised up I

believe more than anything else, in order to crush out the gospel of Christ.

William 10 made a statement which is quoted here before the

House Committee on Unamerican activities, in which he said many ....l0...........

join the communist party who still had some religious scruples, or religious

ideas, but a worker who will join the communist party who understands the

elementary principles of the communist party, must necessary be in the

process of liquidating his religious belie1s. And if he still has any linger

ings when he joins the party, he will soon get rid of them. There are many

quotations here in this paper. I was particularly interested in what it says

about morality. There is strongly indoctrinated by communism a standard of

morality which says that law, morality and religion are just bourgeois pre

judices, that true right is doing whatever advances the proletariat class

structure. Even truth i is said x is simply that which serves the interest

of a class, so what is truth for one class is not truth for another class,

since they have different and conflicting intereste. And this force is trying

to soften us up, and to get means of undermining and taking us over, so that

they can do here what they have done in China, what they have done in Russia,
where

and in these other nations, fmx they have liquidated 9/10 of the church, and

where% the other 10th they have ±i1±x infiltrated with their communist

secret police in order to make it an agent of the state in trying to advance

their effort to conquer the whole world, and to destroy Christianity in the

whole world. This last issue of, TIME magazine, May 7 has an article on

Religion, page 83, which speaks about East Germany, and it is very interesting

to see what has happened there. I can well imagine that in East Germany

there were many ministers, many of them godly, Christian men, who were dead

against Hitler, had not use for his tyranny, and for his wickedness, and when
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